A location enabled mobile wireless device and central system cooperate to provide traffic control such as vehicle inspection site services and toll station services. Traffic control information such as vehicle inspection site information and toll station information is independently processed by a third party provider and sent to the central system. The mobile wireless device monitors its location and sends location and vehicle related information to the central system. The central system compares data from the third party provider and the mobile wireless device. The mobile wireless device or the central system take an action based on the comparison, such as toll payment or vehicle inspection site operations.
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VEHICLE TRAFFIC AND VEHICLE RELATED TRANSACTION CONTROL SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C §119(e) of U.S. Provisional No. 61/450,055 filed Mar. 7, 2011.

FIELD

[0002] Vehicle Traffic and Vehicle Related Transaction Control

BACKGROUND

[0003] As vehicle traffic increases in volume, public and private road operators seek methods and systems for regulating vehicle traffic that allows them to cost effectively monitor, screen and toll vehicles travelling on public roads. An example of a roadside screening system is disclosed in the patent application titled Thermal Inspection System, U.S. Patent Publication No. 2008/0028846, published Feb. 7, 2008. With the popularity of GPS enabled smart phones, others have proposed enabling transactions based on a smart phone detecting that the smart phone is within a predefined geographic area (geofence). The current invention provides improvements in systems providing control, screening and tolling of traffic flow using GPS enabled smart phones.

SUMMARY

[0004] In an embodiment, a location enabled mobile wireless device and central system cooperate to provide traffic control such as vehicle inspection site services and toll station services. Traffic control information such as vehicle inspection site information and toll station information is independently processed by a third party provider and sent to the central system. The mobile wireless device monitors its location and sends location and vehicle related information to the central system. The central system compares data from the third party provider and the mobile wireless device. The mobile wireless device or the central system take an action based on the comparison, such as toll payment or vehicle inspection site operations.

[0005] There is disclosed a method of vehicle traffic control using a central processing system connected to a telecommunications network, the method comprising receiving a first dataset from a mobile wireless device upon the mobile wireless device entering a pre-defined geographic area, comparing at least a portion of the first dataset with a second dataset from a third party provider; and taking one or more actions based on the comparing step.

[0006] There is also provided a method of vehicle traffic control using a central processing system connected to a telecommunications network, the method comprising receiving from a mobile wireless device, upon the mobile wireless device entering a geographic area, location data obtained by monitoring the location of the mobile wireless device, generating an ID code and sending it to the mobile wireless device, receiving, at an electronic device located at a toll gate, the generated ID code; and in response to receiving the generated ID code at the electronic device, opening the toll gate.

[0007] There is also provided a method of vehicle movement control, comprising while a mobile wireless device is being carried in a moving vehicle, periodically obtaining a location of the mobile wireless device, comparing the location to a set of stored geographic areas, when the location of the mobile wireless device is within any one of the set of geographic areas, communicating vehicle related information and vehicle location information to a central processing system, receiving at the mobile wireless device a message from the central processing system and taking an action based on the message.

[0008] There is also provided a method of vehicle movement control, comprising while a mobile wireless device is being carried in a moving vehicle, periodically obtaining a location of the mobile wireless device; comparing the location to a set of stored geographic areas; and when the location of the mobile wireless device is approaching any one of the set of geographic areas, generating a warning signal for a user of the vehicle.

[0009] There is also provided a method of controlling a transaction related process, the method comprising initiating automated notification of a transaction, where the automated notification takes place from time to time without participation of a user based upon a rule, using a computing device to send a transaction notification to the user when the rule is activated, the computing device being set to carry out or not carry out the transaction according to a default setting of the computing device, and enabling the computing device to change the default setting upon a user input to the computing device.

[0010] There is also provided a central processing system for connecting to a telecommunications network, the telecommunications network also capable of being connected to at least a mobile device, the at least a mobile device being configurable to transmit to the central processing system, upon the mobile device entering a pre-defined geographic area, a first dataset; the central processing system comprising a server connected to the telecommunications network to receive the first dataset from the mobile device and a second dataset from a third party provider; and the central processing system being configured to carry out any one or more of the disclosed methods carried out by the central processing system.

[0011] There is also disclosed a mobile wireless device for being carried in a moving vehicle and communicating with a central processing system, the mobile wireless device having access to a set of stored geographic areas, the mobile wireless device being configured to carry out anyone or more of the disclosed methods carried out by the mobile wireless device.

[0012] In various embodiments, the methods may include or the devices configured by installation of suitable software to carry out any one or more of the following steps: taking one or more actions includes initiating a toll payment to a toll service provider; taking one or more actions comprises associating data received from the mobile wireless device and from a third party provider at the central system; the central processing system using the vehicle location data to estimate a toll charge related to the presence of the vehicle at the toll location and deducting the toll charge from an account related to the mobile wireless device; taking one or more actions comprises comparing the toll charge to the toll payment and adjusting the users account when the toll charge differs from the toll payment; taking one or more actions includes sending a signal to the mobile wireless device indicative of whether the vehicle is permitted to bypass the vehicle inspection site; taking one or more actions comprises sending a notification to
a law enforcement service; taking one or more actions comprises initiating a toll payment; uploading to the mobile wireless device a set of instructions for periodically obtaining a location of the mobile wireless device and comparing the location to a set of stored geographic areas; taking one or more actions includes recording an association between a vehicle and data produced by one or more sensors at a roadside sensor location; an association between a vehicle and data produced by one or more sensors at a roadside sensor location is recorded depending on the lack of detection of a vehicle in a second lane by one or more additional sensors; an association between a vehicle and a set of data produced by one or more sensors at a roadside sensor location is recorded depending at least in part on the record of the strength of a radio identification signal; taking one or more actions includes opening a toll gate; taking an action comprises forwarding parking directions to the mobile wireless device; taking an action comprises sending traffic related information to the mobile wireless device; the central processing system initiating a toll payment to a toll payment service provider when an ID code is generated; taking an action comprises the vehicle bypassing a vehicle inspection site; taking an action comprises the mobile wireless device sending a toll cancel or payment request to the central processing system; and the central system sending a message comprising information on a traffic related problem.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] There will now be described embodiments of a vehicle traffic control system, with reference to the figures by way of example, in which:
[0014] FIG. 1 is a network diagram showing a vehicle traffic control system;
[0015] FIG. 1A shows applications that may reside on a mobile wireless device shown in FIG. 1;
[0016] FIG. 1B shows applications that may reside on a central system shown in FIG. 1;
[0017] FIG. 2 illustrates basic steps in a vehicle control method;
[0018] FIG. 3 illustrates basic steps in operation of a mobile wireless device;
[0019] FIG. 4 shows basic steps in an autopay transaction cancellation;
[0020] FIG. 5 shows an example of a vehicle inspection site; and
[0021] FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate toll location geofences.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown a system for providing vehicle traffic control through location based transaction services. The description here is of exemplary embodiments. Immaterial modifications may be made to the disclosed embodiments without departing from what is claimed.
[0023] The system comprises a central processing system 10 that uses one or more servers and related peripherals for connecting the server(s) to a telecommunications network such as the internet 12. The system is effected by configuration of the central processing system 10 using software that contains instructions for the servers to carry out the disclosed method steps. The servers need not be collocated and may reside in multiple servers (commonly referred to as the cloud) operated by a different party from the system operator. The servers may be accessed by a system operator through conventional input devices such as a keyboard or touch screen, and may be accessed through a conventional browser operating on a server, such as a local server 14 or through other software, such as dedicated software, operating on a server, such as a local server 14. The local server used by the system operator may be located anywhere in the world. The system 10 may also reside entirely or partly on the local server 14.

[0024] The communications channels shown in FIG. 1 by lines connecting the system elements may all be conventional communication channels. Examples of conventional communications channels include wireless links, optical links or wired links. The system may be implemented by loading software into the system elements and thus configuring the system elements as disclosed in this patent document to interact with each other in a novel manner. The implementation of the software enables a uniquely configured relationship between the system elements. Communications between the central system 10 and mobile wireless device 16 and between the central system 10 and a third party provider 24 preferably is a web based service using internet protocol. In a web based service, a server seeking to use the service opens a port on the server and sends messages with a web address or URL into the network which is relayed through the network as packets that are combined and delivered to the specified URL on the destination server. As such, the communication channels need not be dedicated channels but may use multiple links in a telecommunications network. The web service may be one suitable for operation on the current Internet or such equivalents and replacements that are developed.

[0025] The central system 10 interacts with a location enabled mobile wireless device 16, such as a GPS enabled smartphone. Location enabled refers to the ability of the mobile wireless device 16 to determine its location by reference to a GPS system 18 or other wireless sources 20. The mobile wireless device 16 also incorporates a processor capable of being programmed to monitor the location of the device and determine when the device has entered a specific geographic area or fixed spatial location (geofence) such as an inspection site, for example a vehicle screening area or weigh station, or toll location. A toll location includes a toll road, a toll lane 92 on a roadway 90 (FIG. 6A) and a toll station 94 on a roadway 96 (FIG. 6B), depending on how tolls are collected on a particular road. The system 10 may work with a variety of toll systems including open road tolling systems where vehicles using a road are imaged and the image used to process a toll. An inspection site for vehicles includes any site where law enforcement agencies carry out inspection of vehicles. A weigh station is an example of a vehicle inspection site.

[0026] The processor of the mobile wireless device 16 should be sufficiently powerful to process the instructions disclosed in this patent document, which is the case with most commercially available smart phones. The mobile wireless device 16 is normally expected to be carried by a system user such as a personal vehicle or commercial vehicle 22. However, the mobile wireless device 16 may also be a wireless computing device integrated with the vehicle, including a device integrated with vehicle electronics and power systems, and is mobile in the sense that it moves around with the vehicle. The mobile wireless device 16 may also be a personal computing device that may be carried by a person.

[0027] The central system 10 may use a web service to connect to one or more third party service providers 24. The third party service providers may be for example govern-
ments or private toll operators, vehicle screening service providers or operators of roadside weigh stations.

[0028] Referring to FIG. 2, in a basic operation of the disclosed system 10, the system 10 receives a first dataset from the mobile wireless device 16 upon the mobile wireless device 16 entering a geographic area such as a vehicle screening area or toll station, compares at least a portion of the first dataset with a second dataset from a third party provider 24 and then takes an action based on the comparison. The first dataset may comprise vehicle related information and location data. The datasets may take various forms such as the content of messages or contents of a file, but when embodied in the mobile wireless device 16, or on servers operated by a third party service provider 24 or in the central system 10, the dataset will have a physical manifestation as a file saved in persistent form in a memory. A particular memory is not shown in the Figures, but may reside on any server or form of electronic storage, and may be saved in the cloud. The second dataset may obtained by the system 10 using a web service to communicate with the third party service provider 24 and downloading a file containing vehicle related information or rule based data related to the movement of vehicles along roads or both. Examples of rule based data related to the movement of vehicles along roads are safety rules and toll payment tables. Safety rules may determine whether a vehicle should be required to stop, and toll tables may determine the toll amount required to permit a vehicle to travel on a road. The downloading may take place at the same time as or after the vehicle 22 is at the geographic area. Depending on the application, a part of the downloading may occur before the vehicle 22 is at the geographic area. The downloading may take the form of the sending of a message through a web service. Vehicle related information may be the presence of the vehicle at the geographic area, and the file may include other information relating to the user or the vehicle. The operation of this step is shown in FIG. 2, where step 30 shows the vehicle at the geographic area (enters the geofence), step 32 shows the third party detects the presence of the vehicle and, in step 34, sends a message to the central system. In the case of downloading occurring at the same time as the vehicle 22 is at a toll location, the system 10 may use a web service to create an open live link between the third party service provider 24.

[0029] When the vehicle enters the geofence at step 30, mobile wireless device 16, which has been monitoring the vehicle location, detects the entry of the vehicle 22 into the geofence and sends, at step 36, a message to the central system 10 that contains the first dataset. In step 38, the central system 10 receives the first dataset from the mobile wireless device 16. The central system 10 may acquire the first dataset using a web service to download from the location enabled mobile wireless device 16 carried by the user or vehicle 22 to the central processing system 10 a second file containing vehicle location data obtained by monitoring vehicle location with the location enabled mobile wireless device 16. The vehicle location data may be any form of data that identifies the presence of the mobile wireless device 16 at the geofence location including coded or encrypted data. If the geofence location is coded or encrypted, the downloading of the file need only take the form of an entry in a field in a message from the mobile wireless device 16 to the central system 10 that codes for the geographic area. The geofence location may be a weigh station geofence 76 (FIG. 5) or toll location geofence 98 or 99 (FIGS. 6A and 6B), for example.

[0030] In step 40, the central system 10 compares the contents of the two downloaded files or received messages, and in step 42 the central system takes an action based on the comparing step 40. Examples of portions of the dataset sent from the mobile wireless device 16 used in the comparison step include the vehicle location data (which geofence the vehicle entered) and the vehicle related information, such as an account number. Comparing may take the form of checking that the dataset from the third party provider is related at least to the vehicle, the specific geofence or both. In some embodiments, the compared datasets may be associated with one another depending on the result of the comparing step. Associating may comprise linking two datasets, as for example, if one refers to the other or both refer to each other or the datasets contain a common linking element. In some embodiments, the comparing may comprise both comparing and linking datasets. In the case of a weigh station, taking an action may comprise sending a signal to the mobile wireless device indicative of whether the vehicle is permitted to bypass the weigh station (red light or green light for example). The system may also use a second geofence near the weigh station but further down the road in the direction of traffic to determine whether the vehicle has complied with the bypass signal.

[0031] As shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the system provides a location-based transaction system in which location of the mobile wireless device is the primary reference point for initiating system processes. Transactions are determined by location and bounded by system configuration. Individual transactions are pre-defined by the terms of service (system configuration) agreed to between service providers 24 (government agency, toll operator, commercial/retail entity) and system users 22 (truck drivers, vehicle drivers). The location-based transaction system 10 acts as an intermediary between service providers 24 and service users 22; and thus provides transaction capability. The location-based system replaces traditional transaction point equipment (roadside devices like dedicated short range communication devices or point of sale equipment like toll booths). The system is a platform to facilitate automated transactions between parties (for instance between government and truck drivers/between toll road operator and vehicle drivers). The transaction-system may also be the service provider. Service users 22 agree to utilize their GPS enabled mobile wireless devices (or trackable mobile phones) 16 to access third party location-based services via the location-based transaction system 10. Mobile wireless device users 22 agree to automate transactions with service providers 22 based solely on the location of the mobile wireless device 16. For example, triggering of vehicle movement into a geofence may initiate a weigh station bypass service or toll road payment service, but this only happens when service user agrees to use those services. The transaction authorization may be automated or require manual confirmation by the mobile wireless device user (automated weigh station bypass request or manual request/automated toll charging or user confirmed charging).

[0032] The location-based transaction system 10 may be configured to provide multiple location-based services such as weigh station bypass service and virtual toll booth service. Weigh station bypass service utilizes geofences set up on the approach lanes to a weigh station. User account info is passed to the service provider (government inspection services) and the service provider returns a transaction record (indicating bypass response). Toll road payment service may use
geofences set up on the entrance and exit ramps of a toll road. Service provider (toll road) would provide a virtual point-of-sale (POS) receipt.

When a mobile wireless device 16 enters a geofence, an application residing on the mobile wireless device 16 generates a GPS event with a transaction ID. The GPS event is represented by a dataset that is stored on the mobile wireless device 16 and sent, for example through a wireless web service, to the central system 10. The data set defines both the fact that the vehicle is at a specific geofence and which vehicle is associated with the mobile wireless device 16, at least via an account number.

The mobile wireless device may be any wireless device that is portable, such as a smart phone (iPhone, Blackberry, etc) and has the capacity for wireless connectivity within a network. The mobile wireless device and its respective network or networks form the backbone on which messages are sent. Any suitable protocol may be used for the messages. Mobile wireless device 16 may retrieve location data from GPS satellites or via cellular tower triangulation.

As illustrated in FIG. 1A, method steps carried out by the mobile wireless device 16 are controlled by a mobile application 16A (DRIVEWYZE™) that resides on the mobile wireless device along with a browser 16B and geofence application 16C. The mobile application 16A may call all functions of the mobile wireless device 16 such as communication software. As illustrated in FIG. 1B, method steps carried out by the central system 10 are controlled by a corresponding DRIVEWYZE™ application 10A, and the central system may include a browser 10B and other conventional software, as well as a database 10C that may include any of the datasets or databases referred to in this disclosure. The database 10C may also reside elsewhere on other servers and may be called when needed by the browser 10B or DRIVEWYZE™ application 10A. The application on the mobile wireless device 16 allows user to logon to central system under unique user account.

A user 22 has a corresponding User account that contains data such as vehicle, account holder or related information such as USDOT Number, License Plate Number, Vehicle VIN, Commercial Driver’s License Number, GPS data, and electronic logs. Each user account has sufficient information to identify the vehicle. At set up, this information is provided to the service provider (central service 10) and the central service 10 generates a unique account ID that is preferably meaningless to a third party in relation to the vehicle and the user, but uniquely identifies the account and the associated vehicle. The account ID itself comprises vehicle related information since it is intended to be used with a specific vehicle. Such an ID could be generated from a list.

The user 22 chooses when to turn the mobile application on. Normally, the user will turn on the mobile application at the beginning of a trip and keep it on throughout the trip. The mobile wireless device 16 acts autonomously from the central service 10 and connect to the central service 10 when directed by the mobile application.

Once a user is logged on to the central service, the mobile wireless device 16 and user account are associated in the central system 10 through the unique account ID.

In a weigh station application, the mobile wireless device 16 will normally belong to the driver or vehicle owner and be carried by the driver in the vehicle. In a toll application, the mobile wireless device 16 may belong to anyone in the vehicle who is to pay the toll. No physical connection between the mobile wireless device 16, or user or vehicle 22 is required.

In an embodiment, the mobile application contains a geofence database. When a mobile wireless device 16 enters a geofence, the mobile application initiates a data request/reply transaction with the central system 10. A geofence is a set of stored (pre-defined) geographic coordinates, which may be longitude and latitude that define geographic areas. Referring to FIG. 3, each geofence works together with a set of instructions embodied within the mobile application that cause the mobile wireless device to (1) periodically find its geographic location either by the mobile wireless device’s own GPS device or by triangulation with local cell towers (step 44), (2) compare the determined geographic location with the geographic areas (step 46), and (3) initiate a service request (step 48) when the mobile wireless device is within a specific geographic area. The mobile wireless device 16 continues monitoring location when the mobile wireless device 16 (symbolized by the return path in FIG. 3).

The geographic areas may be areas 76 and 78 (FIG. 5) near or around a weigh station or a toll station. The mobile wireless device may be enabled with toll station geofences, weigh station geofences or both. Each geographic area that forms part of a geofence is preferably uniquely associated with a geofence ID that is stored on the mobile wireless device. The geofence ID comprises vehicle location information, although other ways may be used to identify vehicle location. Upon processing of the message from the mobile wireless device 16 at the central service 10, the central service 10 replies to the mobile wireless device 16, and upon receiving the reply (step 50), the mobile wireless device 16 or user 22 takes an action (step 52).

Various geofence types may be used. The geofence may be stored in the geofence database along with an indicator of the type. One example is a wake up geofence, for example 2 miles before weigh station. At the wake up geofence, the mobile application checks for wireless coverage and notifies the driver (wake up message, which could be an audible, tangible or visible message) of the approaching weigh station.

Another example of a geofence is a bypass location, for example one mile before a weigh station. At the bypass location, a bypass decision transaction occurs in which the mobile application instructs the mobile wireless device to notify the central service to make a decision on bypass or report to the weigh station. The central service, upon receipt of the bypass decision request from the mobile wireless device, makes a determination on bypass or not, then notifies the mobile wireless device of the decision.

A further example of a type of geofence is a compliance geofence 78 (FIG. 5), situated possibly on the ramp of a weigh station 80 (FIG. 5), if location accuracy is good enough, or beyond the weigh station 80. At the compliance geofence 78, a message is initiated by the mobile application and sent by the mobile wireless device 16 to the central server 10 that the mobile wireless device 16 has entered the compliance geofence. A determination is then made, for example on vehicle transit time between the bypass geofence and compliance geofence as to whether the vehicle 22 complied with the bypass decision.

A further type of geofence is a change of jurisdiction geofence, for example at a state boundary that is used to notify the central server that the mobile wireless device has changed.
jurisdictions. Upon receipt of a notification of a change of jurisdiction from the mobile wireless device, the geofences stored on the mobile wireless device may be updated.

The mobile unit does not need to be wirelessly connected to the central service until a geofence triggered service request data transmission begins. The mobile application sends a service request data transmission to central system. The request contains at least a user account ID (associated with a user/vehicle) and a geofence ID.

The central system receives the service request data transmission and processes the user account information (associated with user ID/vehicle ID/geofence ID). The central service need only be sent the user account ID and Geofence ID. The central system processes the geofence ID to determine service request type. The service request type doesn’t necessarily have to reside in the central system but may be included in the service request data transmission or be provided by some third party system.

The central system then processes the service request as per account ID/geofence ID information and sends a service reply data transmission back to the mobile wireless device. In the case of weigh station bypass, the reply would be either a bypass or report to weigh station message. In the case of a toll road, it would be a payment or transaction confirmation. Factors (safety rules) that determine whether the reply is a bypass or a report to weigh station message may be set by the service provider and may include whether the vehicle has recently been weighed (for example within a few hours), the overall compliance record of the vehicle and the weight of the vehicle at the most recent weighing of the vehicle. Other factors include safety issues, safety credentials, tax status, insurance verification, state registration information, and NCIC related alerts. Security agencies may specify their security and safety requirements. In some cases, the security agency may specify all vehicles must report. Remote surveillance devices might indicate whether a vehicle has safety issues or is driving erratically, and the output from these devices may be used to decide whether the vehicle should bypass or report.

When the mobile wireless device triggers a GPS event by entering a geofence, a transaction file is created, stored in the mobile wireless device in suitable persistent memory or even in the cloud, and sent as a dataset to the central service. The transaction file may include information such as when the vehicle enters the geofence, when it leaves the geofence, how long it remains in the geofence in the form of for example multiple time stamps. The central system receives the transaction file (dataset) and looks up rules and other stored data to determine the action to be taken. The rules and data may include a variety of rules and data stored at the central system or elsewhere such as in the cloud, and may be in part obtained from a law enforcement system, such as a weigh station. Examples of rules and data include whether the vehicle has stopped recently at a weigh station, and the corresponding rule may be to allow bypass if the vehicle stopped at a weigh station within a given period of time, or in the same journey. The data may therefore be specific to the vehicle or from a third party operator, such as cost tables. Obtaining the dataset with data and rules used to determine an action to be taken may be carried out live in real time, or before or after the GPS event occurred. The dataset may be partly obtained from data at the central service and partly from data from a third party provider. The associating takes the form of a data association process where the dataset from the mobile wireless device is associated with the dataset obtained from a third party provider. The associated data may be combined and stored in a file. Thus for example in a weigh station application, when the first dataset is received from the mobile wireless device, and a corresponding weight in a second dataset is obtained from a weigh station, the action taken may be the central system appending vehicle weight to a vehicle record along with an indication of where the vehicle weight was taken.

Individual geofences can be managed by the central system or by manual or automated input by users on the mobile wireless device. Automated geofence management may include the creation of a congestion start geofence determined by the mobile application as a result of the application’s monitoring of speed and location. A manual geofence creation could be the manual entry of a geotag by a user to indicate ‘bad weather’ on the road.

Service Type includes but is not limited to weigh station bypass (virtual bypass application) and compliance service, toll road related transactions (virtual toll both application), system user, private or commercial notifications, transportation related notices like congestion ahead, and bad weather.

The system preferably take advantage of technology convergence on the mobile wireless device (like GPS, GSM, Data, WIFI, Bluetooth, NICE, WIMAX) and information systems connectivity in the cloud to deliver a non-anticipated service to automate transactions previously requiring the physical interaction of systems. This system preferably uses location-based services and data associations (user/vehicle account info) to synthesize a virtual transaction absent of a physical interaction initiating a process between parties. The mobile wireless device need not be physically connected to the user and vehicle account info. The basis of the service is the mobile wireless device itself. It is between the driver/vehicle and the service provider.

Characteristics of embodiments of the disclosed methods and related systems include the mobile wireless devices and a central system. A mobile application residing on the mobile wireless device that monitors for example GPS location of device, the central system does not actually track the mobile wireless devices, the devices themselves are self-monitoring for location-based processing, the mobile wireless device does not have to connect wirelessly or communicate with the central system on a continuous basis, the mobile application allows a unique association to be made between the mobile wireless device and a system user by the use of an account ID, the mobile wireless device does not have to be hardwired to any other physical system, but rather is associated to other physical systems via the mobile application user information, the mobile application contains a database of geofences that reference GPS or triangulation coordinates, the mobile application monitors the GPS location of the mobile wireless device utilizing the devices onboard GPS system or by cell tower triangulation, the mobile application initiates a service request data transmission to the central system once the mobile wireless device enters a geofence, for example text, email, data, once channel opened up, the data transmission contents contain data that includes at a minimum account ID and geofence ID, the central service receives the mobile application data transmission and processes the service request, the central service contains reference information, for example vehicle related information discussed above, per-
taining to the account ID and geofence ID, the central service performs processing based on the account ID and geofence ID combination, the processing includes a report or bypass decision followed by a compliance decision with a second geofence, the compliance decision may be based on how long the vehicle took to pass the weigh station or whether or not the vehicle took the weigh station ramp, for example if GPS accuracy is high enough, the central service 10 sends a service reply data transmission back to the mobile wireless device 16 within processing type time-frame boundaries, the mobile wireless device 16 receives the service reply data transmission from the central service, the mobile application processes the service reply data and notifies user of service request result via an interface on the mobile wireless device 16.

[0054] If used, GPS functionality need not reside onboard the mobile wireless device 16, but may be hardwired or wirelessly connected to the mobile wireless device 16, enabling the mobile application to receive GPS data from the GPS unit. The mobile wireless device may be connected to other local systems in close proximity by hardware or wirelessly and may be connected to vehicle engine or other systems of the vehicle for example.

[0055] The location of the mobile wireless device 16 may be monitored remotely using terrestrial geo location methods including cellular tower triangulation. The geofence database may reside on the central system 10 or on a third party system. The geofence IDs can be associated with different service request categories, for example toll or on a third party system. The geofence database may be maintained and downloaded from the central system 10 to the mobile application. The mobile application may load or modified geofence IDs to the central service when prompted by the mobile wireless device or central service, for example periodically (time based) or when a mobile wireless device changes jurisdictions. The user may choose to add geofence IDs to the central service either automatically or manually. Automated geofence creation/modification may be initiated by either the central service or mobile application. Manual geofence creation/modification may be initiated by either the central service or mobile application.

[0056] A geofence activation on the mobile application loaded on the mobile wireless device 16 may involve mobile application based pre-processing prior to service request data transmission. That is, upon the mobile wireless device 16 recognizing a geofence, the mobile wireless device 16 acting through the mobile application looks up within the geofence database to determine the type of geofence, and then the mobile application modifies the data sent according to the type of geofence. Thus, if the geofence defines a weigh station, data relevant to the weigh station operator may be sent. At compliance (for example in relation to bypass), the mobile application may check what a vehicle did and compare with what it was supposed to do, so the mobile application may then send message to the central service 10.

[0057] Various options may be provided by the mobile application. The user 22 may decide what types of processing requests to participate in. The user 22 may decide what categories of user ID data elements and geofence ID types to initiate and include in service request data transmissions. This may be carried out the mobile application prompting the user 22 to make a selection for a menu, and then the message content will be altered according to the selection made.

[0058] Other alternatives include the following. Data transmission between the mobile wireless device 16 and central service 10 may utilize digital data services or via SMS texting protocols for example. The user 22 may access other non-location-based data request services via the mobile application. The central service 10 may manage user ID and Geofence ID databases autonomously including the non-uniform management of unique mobile application database.

[0059] In the case of vehicle tolls, the geofence defines the toll area, and in one embodiment the account ID and geofence ID are communicated in the same way based on the mobile wireless device 16 entering a toll area. The account ID may be used to trigger a payment on a stored credit or debit card or other payment mechanism, or the communication from the device may include billing information for a credit card or other payment mechanism. The vehicle related information sent as part of a dataset sent to the central system may include more than the vehicle classification and license plate (from which a billing transaction may be generated), or may include or consist of billing information. The manner of billing may be set by the third party service provider. The third party service provider 24, in the case of a toll system, may use an enforcement system (VES) to detect a vehicle that does pay a toll. The toll system 24 may check vehicle identification information such as a license plate of a vehicle that does not pay a toll by capturing the license plate image with a camera. From this determination, the toll system 24 may send a list of license plates for example by a web service to the central system 10 for reconciliation along with a bill. The central system 10 checks datasets sent by mobile wireless devices 16 against the list from the toll system 24 and can take any of various actions such as charging the user of the mobile wireless device 16 and paying the toll service 24 based on the check.

[0060] In the case of a weigh station (FIGS. 6A and 6B), by-pass levels may be determined not only by traditional vehicle/carrier data elements, but by the amount of additional information each trucker/carrier is willing to share with law enforcement. Real-time by-pass decisions for each driver/carrier approaching a weigh station are automatically provided to both driver and scale house operator based on the results of the screening criteria set by each weigh station.

[0061] The mobile application preferably allows for complete user-based configurability, allowing drivers/carriers to decide what data elements to share such as USDOT Number, License Plate Number, Vehicle VIN, Commercial Driver’s License Number, GPS data, and electronic logs. Participating States or government agencies may have access to any user-authorized data for the purpose of electronically screening against vehicle weight, SAFER, PRISM, CDLIS, and State Tax and Permitting Systems. The system may provide 100% transparency in the bypass process, in that the screening criteria and thresholds set by each agency are weighed against an individual’s safety/credentials/privacy information and published in real-time to the driver/carrier as a real-time percentage bypass rate. Bypass rates for each jurisdiction may be available on the drivers interface and may be automatically updated when any driver/carrier/privacy rules information is changed.

[0062] The system 10 may be a cloud based system that is accessed through a smartphone application operating for example on a mobile wireless device such as iPhone, Blackberry, or Android based devices. Drivers may register, pay and access Pre-Clearance functions from the smart phone
In order to eliminate any negative associations with tracking and costly data usage, the system may be designed to run almost entirely in stand-alone mode on the mobile phone platform; requiring neither third party tracking or costly data usage to operate effectively. The system may comprise a mobile-phone initiated pre-clearance transaction that is activated by location-linked operations residing entirely onboard the mobile wireless device. The mobile wireless device itself need not be wired or permanently mounted to the vehicle, though it may have a wireless connection to other onboard systems via Bluetooth. The entire process may utilize less than 100 bytes of data transmission, which carries virtually no cost at even the most limited cellular data plans.

In an embodiment in which the mobile wireless device, including its mobile application, and the central system provide a toll payment mechanism, the mobile application has design considerations that depart from traditional software interface designs because it is designed to be used primarily by drivers while they are operating a motor vehicle. This operational constraint imposes sever limitations on traditional design elements of the application design.

For example, the mobile application may provide switchable payment defaults and one-touch auto-pay cancellation. The mobile application processes transactions based on pre-defined user preferences. The option to change the default settings for transactions that occur when the user is driving a vehicle is unique. In a toll embodiment, the system is designed to cater to users who want an automated process to occur while the system is processing a transaction and while the vehicle is in motion. The challenge in certain toll configurations is that the automated default transaction cannot be fixed and needs to meet the needs of the user while driving. Some drivers whose requirement is for a default payment process will need to have an application that supports a default payment processing setting. This setting will allow users to pay tolls at a rate that is pre-defined without the need for any user interaction with the mobile application interface. The setting mitigates the risk of driver distraction while driving a vehicle and offers the cancellation of an automated payment transaction with a single touch or swipe action on the user interface.

The development of a single auto-pay transaction cancellation is unique in software interface development where traditional one-touch payment authorizations require a default user interaction with the application interface.

An embodiment of an auto-pay transaction cancellation is illustrated in FIG. 4. In method step 60, an automated transaction notification is initiated by the user on a computing device such as a mobile wireless device. The automated notification takes place from time to time without participation of a user based upon a rule. The computing device is set to carry out or not carry out the transaction according to a default setting of the computing device. The default setting may be user changeable or may be a fixed setting of the computing device according to the mobile application on the computing device. The rule may be time based, for example a monthly payment, or may be triggered by an event, such as the mobile wireless device entering a toll area. In a toll embodiment, the transaction is a toll payment triggered by proximity of a mobile wireless device to a toll station. Proximity of the mobile wireless device to a toll station may be determined by a location system onboard the mobile wireless device, such as a GPS system or triangulation system. In step 62, the user is notified by the mobile wireless device about the transaction. Any suitable notification may be used, such as an audible, tangible (for example a vibration) or visible notification. When the user is notified of the transaction, the mobile wireless device enables a window within which the mobile wireless device is set to respond to a selected user input to the mobile wireless device to cause the default action not to occur. At steps 64 and 66, if the user responds with the selected user input within the window, the action of the mobile wireless device is changed from the default. Thus, if the default is to carry out the transaction automatically, the user input cancels the transaction. If the default is to not carry out the transaction automatically, the user input allows the transaction to be carried out automatically. If the user does not respond, the mobile wireless device acts in accordance with the default setting (step 68) and continues to monitor the next automated notification. The cancellation may be a one-time cancellation relating only to the specific transaction that the user was notified of. The user input may be a single input, such as a tap on a touch screen or the pressing of any key or a specific key. In some embodiments, the device may be a tethered computing device rather than a mobile wireless device.

Thus, as illustrated in FIG. 4, the mobile wireless device may allow a user to set the default setting to manual pay of a toll or other transaction. This setting is catered to infrequent users who do not utilize the automated transactions of the application as their default requirement. Instead, these users prefer to manually authorize the payment transaction and in this way, follow a traditional payment authorization action, but only in the event they choose to cancel their default decision to not automatically process a payment transaction. For example, a user does not usually utilize a managed toll lane and travels adjacent to said lane in a public lane that requires no toll payment. The user may set their payment default setting to manual pay, so that as the vehicle approached the toll area the interface simply gives the user notification of the opportunity to pay for the toll automatically using the application and provides a time limit for the user to cancel the default action of non-payment. In the event the user cancels the non-payment with a manual touch of the screen, then an automated electronic payment will occur. User interaction with the interface in this case was prompted by cancelling of a default trigger. It is understood that these situations may require interaction with the user only in cases where the users actions do not follow their standard selection.

The mobile wireless device in the toll situation facilitates financial payment services to toll road users via an on-board electronics unit or application enabled device. The computing device may include a cellular phone, smartphone, tablet, laptop, mobile computer or other purpose-built on-board electronics devices that supports the disclosed application.

In a further embodiment, the disclosed mobile application provides for the unique asynchronous processing of toll payments between the toll road operator and the central system. A user first registers with the central system, and an account is created with account holder vehicle data. The central service also obtains toll data from a third party toll service provider. The user approaches a toll facility pay point and the mobile application utilizes the location-based processing to determine the toll facility being approached. The central system (back office) is then utilized to access both account holder vehicle data and the participating toll agency cost tables. The central system calculates the anticipated
toll charge by comparing the vehicle classification on record with the central system 10 to the matching vehicle class provided in the toll cost table. An anticipated toll charge is then utilized to determine the amount that will be deducted from the users account when the vehicle enters the toll area. The validation of the vehicle entering the toll area is conducted by tracking the GPS coordinates of the mobile wireless device utilizing the toll road. This step corresponds to step 36 in FIG. 2 in which the mobile wireless device 16 monitors its location and creates and sends a dataset that contains vehicle location data. The vehicle location data may be coded to the toll station or may comprise other forms of identifying the geographic area corresponding to the toll station.

Asynchronously, the toll road agency (third party) detects the vehicle with a mobile wireless device 16 entering the toll area but has no way of determining whether the vehicle has a mobile application onboard to carry out location enabled services disclosed here. The toll agency lane Violation Enforcement System (VES) then captures identifying information on the vehicle passing into the toll road area so as to support the ability to charge said vehicle with a toll amount after the fact. Violation enforcement systems for toll roads are conventional. Identifying information such as the vehicle license plate number is collected for use in the payment collections process. Part of this process includes the comparison of a violators license plate information with a list of license plates held in the toll agencies own databases. The license plate database of an agency may include license plate numbers of vehicles utilizing transponders or other payment agencies that utilize license plate numbers to register vehicles with a toll agency for the purposes of automating toll payments based on license plate numbers. In one embodiment, it is proposed that the toll agency license plate database will include a list of license plates associated with the operator of the central system 10. In this manner, the toll agency can determine which toll road charges should be sent to the central system 10 for payment and settlement. Thus the toll agency (third party provider) sends a dataset to the central system 10 that includes a list of license plate numbers. License plate numbers or other identifying information comprise a characteristic of the vehicle that has passed through a toll station. This step corresponds to step 32 in FIG. 2.

After detection and sending of vehicle related data, the central system reconciles the account corresponding to the vehicle by comparing the dataset received from the third party provider and the dataset received from the mobile wireless device 16. This step corresponds to step 40 in FIG. 2.

The central system 10 receives a toll charge for the mobile wireless device 16 that has passed through the toll area and reconciles the actual toll charge with the charge anticipated by the toll event. In the event that the charges do not match, the central system 10 will adjust the account balance of the mobile wireless device 16 accordingly and settle the transaction with the toll agency directly. In this design, two asynchronous toll events are reconciled by the central system 10. Thus, the action contemplated by step 42 of FIG. 2 may include making a payment on behalf of the user of the mobile wireless device 16, reconciling the user’s account, debiting or aggregating payments, and other actions.

An advantage of the central system 10 is that the toll agency can utilize existing violation enforcement systems to support the toll payments incurred by the mobile wireless devices 16 without having to invest the capital required to support the mobile wireless devices 16 communicating directly with toll road lane equipment. This asynchronous architecture support is believed to provide a unique solution to the utilization of GPS-enabled system for toll payment solutions.

The central system 10 allows users to access services such as toll payments that require real-time or delayed financial payments. The challenge with financial payments involves the managing of transaction costs. Transaction costs include credit/debit/charge card transaction-related costs borne directly by the user or vendor. Transaction costs negatively impact the operation of the central system 10 since users may be reluctant to forego transaction costs for each and every toll payment transaction. Instead, the central system 10 may use a pre-paid account model similar to those utilized currently by toll roads. A user deposits funds into an account managed by the central system 10. Independent toll charges can be deducted from the account without incurring additional transactions costs beyond the pre-pay amount. The central system 10 may provide an additional payment process that handles how and when actual payments are processed through a user’s account to minimize transaction fees beyond that supported by the traditional prepay model. An example of this would be a user whose prepaid account balance falls below some threshold level or the amount required to pay a real-time toll transaction. A traditional system would notify the user of the low-balance by a variety of real-time or non-real time methods, and may even support automated payment based on the payment guarantee held on account by the toll agency. The central system 10 need not automatically process the payment transaction, but rather may process a payment pre-authorization and monitor the account’s activity over the allowed pre-authorization settlement window. If additional toll charge events occur, the central system 10 may continue to process pre-authorizations, but need not process the more expensive payment transaction until necessary. With this method, a payment transaction is processed only when required and may cover multiple pre-authorizations at once, thereby minimizing transaction costs for the end user.

The central system 10 may provide value added services by creating data association links between the application data and data collected by a remote sensor. An example is a weigh station bypass application where the vehicle contains a computing device such as a mobile wireless device 16 that contains a mobile application that includes instructions for carrying out the method steps disclosed in this patent document. The computing device may or may not actually be physically wired to the vehicle, but the vehicle information is included in the data files belonging to the user profile logged into the mobile application that is running on the device. The vehicle data may or may not actually reside on the computing device, but may be stored remotely in one or more servers (which may be located anywhere) accessed by the central system 10. The actual storage location of user profile data is not critical to this process. When the vehicle approaches a weigh station, a mobile application on the computing device uses user profile information to activate a bypass request sent via the central server 10 to local law enforcement. The user profile may contain information on the vehicle, the driver and the carrier to support the bypass request process. The mobile wireless device 16 carried by the vehicle follows the method steps 30 and 36 of FIG. 2 to activate the bypass request. The dataset sent by the mobile wireless device 16 to the central service 10 contains user profile information.
[0075] There is also a value-added service to including remote sensor data in the user profile data set. For example, if a vehicle travels over a weigh-in-motion (WIM) system at a location 70 installed in a roadway 72 (FIG. 5), that system collects the weight of the vehicle as it passes over the WIM sensor. This information is used to update the user profile data set. Use of the central service 10 allows the data collected from the WIM sensor 70 located on the roadside 72 to be associated with the vehicle data in the user profile dataset. This is not an easy task as these are independent systems and roadside sensor systems are not usually designed to be synchronized to outside information systems. The historical development of roadside sensors systems as stand-alone systems means most configurations do not communicate with third party systems, let alone in a real-time synchronized fashion. This makes sense as these systems were mainly designed as data collection systems, where data is collected from the sensor and stored locally for future retrieval. Over time, these stand-alone systems have been enabled with remote data access which allows user to access the local data stores remotely through a data communication link. Some systems accommodate automated remote data reporting following a batch or real-time data push paradigm, but not with any design to synchronize the data to passing on-board vehicle systems. A category of weigh-in-motion systems are also used as part of integrated vehicle screening systems. In the case of integrated screening system, the local inroad sensor systems are often integrated with other roadside sensors, including cameras or dimensioning systems 74 to support automated vehicle screening applications. More recent developments in automated vehicle screening systems have finally succeeded with providing a link between roadside sensors 70 and onboard vehicle systems. Dedicated short range communication systems utilize direct radio communications to support the integration of roadside sensor with vehicle onboard systems utilizing the installation of dedicated radio communication equipment both at the roadside and onboard the passing vehicle. This technology wherever has had limited success because of the costs associated with the purchase, installation and maintenance of the DSRC systems at the roadside. Despite the costs, DSRC roadside equipment and vehicle-mounted DSRC transponders are used throughout the world in electronic tolling applications and automated vehicle screening systems.

[0076] Thus, an example of this application in the vehicle screening application includes the following process. A vehicle with an onboard RFID system and mobile application with geolocation capability approaches an inroad sensor location 70. The primary roadside sensor is a weigh in motion system and it is integrated with a roadside DSRC radio transceiver. Weigh in motion systems are conventional. As the vehicle passes over the WIM sensor 70, the vehicle onboard RFID transceiver establishes a direct communication link with the roadside DSRC transceiver. The roadside controller software associates the vehicle DSRC data with the roadside WIM data. This data is utilized in an electronic screening process to determine if the vehicle should report to an inspection facility or granted a bypass. In order to communicate the screening outcome back to the onboard vehicle system, the roadside controller software re-utilizes the roadside DSRC communication link to the onboard DSRC transceiver. Since the roadside controller software requires time to complete its processing, the screening process result may be transmitted from the roadside back to the onboard DSRC transceiver at a different location from the initial communication. This downstream location requires the installation of another roadside DSRC transceiver to send the screening results to the onboard DSRC transceiver. Newer 5.9 Ghz DSRC radio communication ranges can eliminate the need for multiple roadside DSRC sites to complete a screening event by utilizing a single long range DSRC transceiver site to complete all the communication needs between roadside and onboard systems. Despite advances in DSRC technology to limit the amount of roadside infrastructure to support roadside-to-vehicle data associations, the infrastructure costs remain significant and the primary challenge to any wide deployment of the technology outside the relatively high-value applications of tolling and weigh station bypass.

[0077] The central system 10 overcomes the challenge of roadside to onboard data association by eliminating the need for direct communication links between the roadside sensor systems and onboard vehicle systems 16. This is accomplished through several newly developed methods outlined below:

[0078] Time synchronization: The local roadside sensor is retro-fitted with a remote data output link. This data link has access to a third party time server such as the universal time server. A data association software processor takes inroad sensor data and associates it with a UTC time stamp. Independently, the vehicle 22 is fitted with an onboard computing device such as mobile wireless device 16 running a mobile application as taught in this disclosure. The mobile wireless device 16 begins its own UTC time synchronization process. Referring to FIG. 5, as the vehicle 22 approaches the roadside sensor 70 located at a fixed and known GPS coordinate, the mobile application is triggered by the mobile wireless device's reported GPS location coordinates and begins associating the device's GPS location coordinates to UTC time stamps. Both the roadside sensor data with a fixed GPS location and the GPS-tagged onboard system data are associated with a UTC time stamp series. This step corresponds to step 40 in FIG. 2.

[0079] The linking of the roadside sensor 70 and the onboard sensors 16 to a shared third party UTC time series enables the central system 10 to utilize simplified algorithms to associate the data output of the roadside system to the vehicle data of the onboard system without ever establishing a direct communication link between the two systems. The remote sensor data association process determines the specific UTC time that the mobile wireless device 16 (and hence vehicle) travelled over a fixed roadside sensor 70 by searching the GPS data log for the exact time that the vehicle crossed over the known fixed GPS location of the roadside sensor system. Once the exact time is calculated, then the data logs from the remote sensor data are searched for data outputs produced at the same UTC-stamped time. The data produced from the roadside sensor is then associated with the data on the vehicle onboard system for screening or tolling applications. The screening and tolling applications comprise taking an action according to step 42 in FIG. 2. The successful association of roadside sensor data to onboard vehicle system data is accomplished without the need for any direct communication link between the two system and hence without the need for investment in a costly infrastructure to support DSRC communications.

[0080] Methods are also provided to reduce or eliminate the possibility of incorrect data associations being produced by multiple vehicles travelling within the GPS accuracy limits. Examples of this include a vehicle travelling closely behind...
Another example is a vehicle present in adjacent lane: If the GPS accuracy of the onboard device cannot distinguish position between adjacent lanes (for example on a multiple lane roadway 72), then UTC time synchronisation technique does not address the possibility of the remote data association erroneously associating roadside sensor data from another vehicle to the vehicle data associated with the onboard device 16. This may occur when the vehicle 22 is travelling in an adjacent lane to the lane that contains the roadside sensors 70, while another vehicle (may or may not be another vehicle carrying a mobile wireless device 16) travels beside it in the sensorized lane. The roadside sensor data produced at the time the mobile wireless device 16 crosses the lateral placement of the roadside sensor 70 is not actually produced by the vehicle containing the onboard unit. Instead it would be data produced by the vehicle travelling alongside the vehicle with the mobile wireless device 16 and intersecting the roadside sensor location at the same time, but in the sensorized lane. In this event, the remote data association process will include methodologies to eliminate this type of mis-association error.

Adjacent lane sensorization: data association algorithms may allow input from adjacent lane sensors 82 that will detect the presence of another vehicle in the adjacent lane at the time of the remote data acquisition. Vehicle classifiers, loop traps, vehicle detectors are some of the types of sensors that can be used. The data association process includes adjacent lane sensor data to determine if a potential data mis-association exists. There may be multiple lanes of sensors, so that the roadside sensor integration is to a combination of roadside sensors that support the process of recording the data produced by one instance of a vehicle event and associating it to that same vehicle’s data in the central processing system. For example, there may be four lanes of traffic, two WIMs and two classification loops. The central system 10 may monitor all of the sensors to try to determine that the vehicle related information from the sensors that is received by the central system 10 belongs to the vehicle with the mobile wireless device 16.

In an alternative embodiment, instead of UTC synchronisation or in addition to UTC time synchronisation, an additional roadside sensor 84 may be provided that supports a unique identification of the vehicle 22 carrying a mobile wireless device 16. This can be an automated licence plate recognition system or radio transceiver system using protocols like Bluetooth, WIFI, or WIMAX standards. With this method, the roadside dataset includes the vehicle identification data and the remote data process includes a matching algorithm with the onboard vehicle dataset (for example stored license plate number or onboard device WIFI identification).

Instead of replicating the costly nature of deploying expensive DSRC equipment, this method exploits the capability of smart mobile wireless devices 16. The location-based services activate the onboard wireless transceiver as it approaches a roadside sensor 70. The consumer wireless devices are not designed for DSRC communications between a fixed sight and a moving vehicle. The time required for the radio signals to support a data packet exchange and communication handshake exceeds the time window provided by the onboard units signal strength. To address this limitation, the digital handshake layer may be eliminated and the roadside transceiver only need operates to detect the presence of a unique radio signal identification and log its signal strength as it passes by the roadside transceiver. No direct communication between the onboard transceiver and the roadside transceiver occurs. The detection of one unit’s emitted radio signal by the other unit and the logging of the received signal strength as one device passes by the other is all that is required to support augmented remote data association processing with a unique identifier. In this case the data association matching algorithm is augmented to account for the onboard device unique ID present in the radio transmission. The software searches for the peak signal strength to determine when the onboard device was closest to the roadside transceiver. It then uses the UTC time match to that signal strength peak to match data collected at the same UTC time from other roadside sensors. The elimination of a direct communication layer between a roadside radio transceiver and the onboard radio transceiver, and utilizing only the base signal detection layer, also eliminates the need for specialized purpose-built DSRC equipment on the roadside and onboard the vehicle. This dramatically lowers the cost of this solution. For example, if the mobile wireless device 16 is a consumer smartphone with WIFI transceiver and the roadside wireless transceiver is a consumer grade wireless WIFI router, then the broadcast unique ID from the smartphone can be detected and its signal strength logged as it passes by the roadside device. The need for a purpose-built DSRC transponder (like those used in toll road applications) and purpose-built roadside radio transceiver, powerful enough to both detect and establish communications with a passing DSRC onboard device, is eliminated.

This augmented remote data association technique provides higher confidence in the data matching algorithm as vehicle location is better known than in the case of a low-accuracy GPS-only based location scheme where the location of the vehicle with the mobile wireless device is limited to the GPS accuracy of the mobile wireless device. With improved accuracy, the remote data association process may be used to support integration with other roadside devices such as gates, traffic signals, message boards, etc. An example of this would be a vehicle outfitted with a mobile wireless device 16 pulls up to a gated toll booth, and the remote data association process is used to signal the gate 100 (Fig. 6B) to lift when needed for the vehicle to proceed. The lifting of a gate is a further example of an action in method step 42 of FIG. 2, the central system 10 may activate a toll gate or other roadside equipment.

An advantage of the location-based transaction system for toll road payments is the ability to support toll road payments without the need for any direct integration to existing roadside equipment. In the case of toll roads, toll payment using the central system 10 occurs independently from communications, billing and payment transactions with the toll road operator. The location-based transaction occurs between the mobile wireless device 16 and the central service 10. The payment amount is approximated with back office access to existing toll rates and collected as the vehicle utilizes the toll area. The toll road operator’s vehicle enforcement system
(VES) detects a vehicle 22 passing toll service with equipment like an automated license plate recognition system. The toll road operator VES system may not be integrated in real-time with the central system 10 and needs no input signal to identify the vehicle as being registered with the central system 10 or that the central system 10 service has already collected payment from the account holder. The VES system independently identifies the vehicle and the vehicle data is sent to the toll operation back office system for billing. Prior to an invoice being sent to the registered owner of the vehicle (via license plate registration), the toll operator back office runs the license plate data against the registered accounts database. This is done to eliminate the possibility of violation (toll charge plus additional fees, printing and mailing costs) being sent to an existing, registered and funded account holder on account of a failure of that account holders DSRC transponder not communicating successfully with the toll operators roadside DSRC transceiver. If the license plate number for a vehicle collected from the VES system matches the license plate number of a valid registered customer, the toll charge is automatically deducted from the account holder’s balance and the violation processing is terminated. It is through this automated process of running VES collected license plates against registered account holder databases, that the central system 10 can provide toll payment services without the integration of roadside DSRC or VES systems. The central system 10 service provides the toll agency with a list of all its registered account holders and their license plate numbers. When a vehicle with a mobile wireless device 16 approaches a toll gantry, the mobile application may instruct the driver to utilize the free flow electronic payment lanes. The VES system detects the absence of a DSRC transponder and collects the license plate of the vehicle 22 for violation processing. The violation processing checks the license plate against the toll operators registered client list and finds the license plate is registered under the central system 10 account. The violation is reverted back into standard electronic billing processes and the central system 10 is sent the toll charge for payment. The central system 10 system reconciles the actual toll operator charge for the toll event against the toll charge approximated with the location-based transaction event. In this method, the central system 10 facilitates automated toll payment transactions, without ever integrating the system to existing roadside systems in real-time.

While this is an advantage for open-road tolling applications and toll road operations with electronic payment free flow lanes, it does not provide a solution to gated toll operations. Gated toll operations that utilize electronic payment systems utilize DSRC communication systems to control gates. Vehicles outfitted with DSRC transponders pull up to a toll gate and the onboard DSRC unit communicates with a roadside DSRC transceiver. The lane controller validates the transponder account number and if valid, lifts the gate for the vehicle to proceed. Unless the mobile wireless device 16 can also communicate with a toll operation’s roadside lane controllers, the service will not work at gated toll operations. Since toll road DSRC systems are proprietary and there is no industry-wide communication protocol, another method is required to communicate with a lane controller.

An innovation is the use of the location-based transaction to generate a unique identification code or bar code on the mobile wireless device 16 as the vehicle 22 approaches a toll gate. The driver of the vehicle can then enter this identification code manually or via bar code into an electronic device co-located with the gate equipment. This code would be utilized by the lane controller to validate an account and open the gate. This method requires the installation of roadside equipment to accept the unique code input and requires integration of this equipment with the lane controller. However, this equipment is less expensive than DSRC equipment and provides toll operators with another automated payment mechanism.

Various methods of vehicle traffic control may use a central processing system 10 connected to a telecommunications network, by a mobile wireless 16 accessing, for example through a web service, the central system 10. The accessing includes the central system 10 receiving a first dataset from the mobile wireless device 16 upon the mobile wireless device 16 entering a pre-defined geographic area. The central system 10 then compares at least a portion of the first dataset with a second dataset from a third party provider and taking one or more actions based on the associating step. Besides the toll station and weigh station examples described above the dataset from the third party provider may comprise information on parking in a location near to the geofence, or a traffic related problem, such as traffic congestion, or an emergency, such as the presence of bad weather or hazards (for example an accident, road damage or bridge out). The action may then comprise a suitable notification or warning to the mobile wireless device that is visible, audible or tangible to the user, followed by the user taking some action, such as parking the vehicle, or taking evasive action. In the case of parking, the central service 10 may also secure a reservation of a parking spot by communication with a third party parking provider and send a notification of the reservation to the mobile wireless device 16. The notification may include a reservation code. In this case, the reservation comprises parking related information and taking an action comprises forwarding parking directions including the reservation code to the mobile wireless device. The action may also comprise the vehicle following the parking directions.

Taking an action may comprise associating datasets from the mobile wireless device and from a third party provider, for example in a weigh station application associating the weight of a vehicle with the corresponding dataset produced by the mobile wireless device when the vehicle passed over a WIM sensor. A central system 10 may be configured, for example by use of a software application running on one or more servers (including in the cloud) to carry out any one or more of the several applications disclosed including the weigh station, toll station, parking and traffic related problem notification. The central system 10 may include modules related to each application. Upon the mobile wireless device 16 entering a geofence associated with a specific one of the applications, the central processing system 10 may determine from the geofence which application is to be used and then select the corresponding application. Thus, if the geofence corresponds to a weigh station, for example as shown in FIG. 6A or 6B, the central system 10 may automatically determine which module to use from the geofence code sent from the weigh station. If the geofence ID is associated with both a weigh station and toll station, then both modules may be activated. The mobile wireless device 16 is also configured by running a location services application on the mobile wireless device 16 for carrying out the disclosed steps.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of vehicle traffic control using a central processing system connected to a telecommunications network, the method comprising:
   receiving a first dataset from a mobile wireless device upon the mobile wireless device entering a pre-defined geographic area;
   comparing at least a portion of the first dataset with a second dataset from a third party provider; and
   taking one or more actions based on the comparing step.

2. The method of claim 1 in which the first dataset comprises location data obtained by monitoring location of the mobile wireless device and vehicle related information.

3. The method of claim 2 in which receiving the first dataset comprises downloading from the mobile wireless device to the central processing system the first dataset containing the location data and vehicle related information through a web service.

4. The method of claim 2 or 3 in which the mobile wireless device is carried by a vehicle, the location data comprises vehicle location data and the second dataset comprises rule based data related to the movement of vehicles along roads.

5. The method of claim 4 in which the second dataset is obtained by the central processing system downloading from the third party provider to the central processing system using a web service a second file containing the second dataset.

6. The method of claim 4 or 5 in which:
   the second dataset comprises toll information;
   the vehicle location data specifies the presence of the vehicle at a toll location; and
   taking one or more actions includes initiating a toll payment to a toll service provider.

7. The method of claim 6 in which the toll service provider is the third party provider.

8. The method of claim 6 or 7 further comprising:
   the central processing system using the vehicle location data to estimate a toll charge related to the presence of the vehicle at the toll location; and
   deducting the toll charge from an account related to the mobile wireless device.

9. The method of claim 8 in which taking one or more actions comprises associating the toll charge to the toll payment and adjusting the users account when the toll charge differs from the toll payment.

10. The method of claim 4 or 5 in which:
    the second dataset comprises safety rules;
    the vehicle location data specifies the presence of the vehicle at a vehicle inspection site; and
    taking one or more actions includes sending a signal to the mobile wireless device indicative of whether the vehicle is permitted to bypass the vehicle inspection site.

11. The method of claim 10 in which taking one or more actions comprises sending a notification to a law enforcement service.

12. The method of claim 10 in which taking one or more actions comprises initiating a toll payment.

13. The method of claim 1 further comprising uploading to the mobile wireless device a set of instructions for:
    periodically obtaining a location of the mobile wireless device; and
    comparing the location to a set of stored geographic areas.

14. The method of claim 13 in which the mobile wireless device is carried by a vehicle, and the set of instructions includes instructions for communicating vehicle related information to the central processing system.

15. The method of claim 4 or 5 in which:
    the vehicle location data specifies the presence of the vehicle at a roadside sensor location;
    the second dataset includes data produced by one or more sensors at the roadside sensor location; and
    taking one or more actions includes recording an association between the vehicle and the data produced by the one or more sensors at the roadside sensor location.

16. The method of claim 15 in which the one or more sensors at the roadside sensor location produce data concerning vehicles in a first lane, and one or more additional sensors detect vehicles in a second lane at the roadside sensor location, and the association between the vehicle and the data produced by the one or more sensors at the roadside sensor location is recorded depending on the lack of detection of a vehicle in the second lane by the one or more additional sensors.

17. The method of claim 15 in which:
    the one or more sensors at the roadside sensor location produce data concerning vehicles in a first lane;
    the mobile wireless device produces a radio identification signal;
    one or more additional sensors detect the radio identification signal and record the strength of the radio identification signal; and
    the association between the vehicle and the set of data produced by the one or more sensors at the roadside sensor location is recorded depending at least in part on the record of the strength of the radio identification signal.

18. The method of claim 4 or 5 in which:
    the mobile wireless device produces a radio identification signal;
    the second dataset comprises data concerning detection of and the strength of the radio identification signal at a receiver at a toll location;
    the vehicle location data specifies the presence of the vehicle at the toll location; and
    taking one or more actions includes initiating a toll payment to a toll service provider.

19. The method of claim 4 or 5 in which:
    the mobile wireless device produces a radio identification signal;
    the second dataset comprises data concerning detection of and the strength of the radio identification signal at a receiver at a toll location;
    the vehicle location data specifies the presence of the vehicle at the toll location; and
    taking one or more actions includes opening a toll gate.

20. The method of claim 1 in which the second dataset comprises parking related information and taking an action comprises forwarding parking directions to the mobile wireless device.

21. The method of claim 1 in which the second dataset comprises information on a traffic related problem and taking an action comprises sending traffic related information to the mobile wireless device.

22. A method of vehicle traffic control using a central processing system connected to a telecommunications network, the method comprising:
receiving from a mobile wireless device, upon the mobile wireless device entering a geographic area, location data obtained by monitoring the location of the mobile wireless device; generating an ID code and sending it to the mobile wireless device; receiving, at an electronic device located at a toll gate, the generated ID code; and in response to receiving the generated ID code at the electronic device, opening the toll gate.

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising the central processing system initiating a toll payment to a toll payment service provider when the ID code is generated.

24. The method of claim 22 further comprising the central processing system receiving confirmation that the generated ID code was received at the electronic device and initiating a toll payment to a toll payment service provider upon receiving confirmation that the generated ID code was received at the electronic device.

25. A method of vehicle movement control, comprising: while a mobile wireless device is being carried in a moving vehicle, periodically obtaining a location of the mobile wireless device; comparing the location to a set of stored geographic areas; when the location of the mobile wireless device is within any one of the set of geographic areas, communicating vehicle related information and vehicle location information to a central processing system; receiving at the mobile wireless device a message from the central processing system; and taking an action based on the message.

26. The method of claim 25 in which obtaining a location comprises utilizing a GPS receiver onboard the mobile wireless device.

27. The method of claim 25 in which the central processing system comprises a vehicle screening system for determining whether the vehicle should stop at a vehicle inspection site and the geographic areas are areas around vehicle inspection sites.

28. The method of claim 27 in which the stored vehicle related information comprises one or more of USDOT Number, License Plate Number, Vehicle VIN, Commercial Driver’s License Number, GPS data, and electronic logs.

29. The method of claim 28 in which the mobile wireless device comprises a computing system installed in a vehicle.

30. The method of any one of claims 27-29 in which communicating vehicle related information to the central processing system comprises forwarding a bypass request.

31. The method of claim 30 further comprising the message sent by the central processing system being a bypass message.

32. The method of claim 31 in which taking an action comprises the vehicle bypassing a vehicle inspection site.

33. The method of claim 31 in which the bypass message is a message not to bypass the weight station and further comprising monitoring compliance with the bypass message.

34. The method of claim 25 in which the geographic areas comprise toll locations and the action comprises the mobile wireless device sending a toll cancel or payment request to the central processing system.

35. The method of claim 34 in which the toll cancel or payment request is activated by a single touch on the mobile wireless device.

36. The method of claim 25 in which the message from the central processing system is indicative of a change of jurisdiction, and taking an action comprises updating stored data at the mobile wireless device.

37. The method of claim 36 in which updating comprises updating the geographic areas.

38. The method of claim 25 in which taking an action comprises sending a request to a third party provider.

39. The method of claim 38 in which the third party provider is a vehicle inspection site operator.

40. The method of claim 39 in which the request is a bypass request.

41. The method of claim 25 in which the message comprises parking related information and taking an action comprises parking the vehicle.

42. The method of claim 25 in which the message comprises information on a traffic related problem.

43. A method of vehicle movement control, comprising: while a mobile wireless device is being carried in a moving vehicle, periodically obtaining a location of the mobile wireless device; comparing the location to a set of stored geographic areas; and when the location of the mobile wireless device is approaching any one of the set of geographic areas, generating a warning signal for a user of the vehicle.

44. The method of claim 43 in which the geographic areas are areas around vehicle inspection sites.

45. A method of controlling a transaction related process, the method comprising: initiating automated notification of a transaction, where the automated notification takes place from time to time without participation of a user based upon a rule; using a computing device to send a transaction notification to the user when the rule is activated, the computing device being set to carry out or not carry out the transaction according to a default setting of the computing device; and enabling the computing device to change the default setting upon a user input to the computing device.

46. The method of claim 45 in which the computing device is a mobile wireless device.

47. The method of claim 45 or 46 in which the user input is a single user input.

48. The method of claim 45, 46 or 47 in which the default setting of the device is to carry out the transaction.

49. The method of claim 45, 46 or 47 in which the default setting of the device is to not carry out the transaction.

50. The method of claim 46, 47, 48 or 49 in which the transaction is a toll payment triggered by proximity of the mobile wireless device to a toll station.

51. The method of claim 50 in which proximity of the mobile wireless device to a toll station is determined by a location system onboard the mobile wireless device.

52. A central processing system for connecting to a telecommunications network, the telecommunications network also capable of being connected to at least a mobile device, the at least a mobile device being configurable to transmit to the central processing system, upon the mobile device entering a pre-defined geographic area, a first dataset; the central processing system comprising:

a server connected to the telecommunications network to receive the first dataset from the mobile device and a second dataset from a third party provider; and
the central processing system being configured to carry out
the method steps of any one of claims 1-21.

53. A central processing system for connecting to a tele-
communications network, the telecommunications network
also capable of being connected to at least a mobile device,
the at least a mobile device being configurable to transmit to
the central processing system, upon the mobile wireless
device entering a geographic area, location data obtained by
monitoring the location of the mobile wireless device, and
there also being an electronic device located at a toll gate, the
electronic device configured to receive an ID code generated
by the central processing system; the central processing sys-
tem being configured to carry out the steps of any one of
claims 22-24.

54. A mobile wireless device for being carried in a moving
vehicle and communicating with a central processing system,
the mobile wireless device having a set of stored geographic
areas, the mobile wireless device being configured to carry
out the method steps of any one of claims 25-42.

55. A mobile wireless device for being carried in a moving
vehicle, the mobile wireless device having a set of stored
graphic areas, the mobile wireless device being config-
figured to carry out the method steps of any one of claims 43-44.

56. A central processing system for connecting to a com-
puting device, the central processing system being configured
to carry out the method steps of any one of claims 45-51.

* * * * *